States of Consciousness:

Sleep

Circadian Rhythms


Circadian rhythms are daily biological
cycles



If we are shut off from external cues
(like sunlight), would we still stay on a
24 hour cycle?

– They are our 24 hour cycles that we have
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Circadian Rhythm Disruption


Jet lag



Nightshift work

Sleep
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Stages of Sleep




We cycle thru REM about 4-5 times per night
As the night progresses, we spend more time
in REM and less time in Slow Wave

REM Sleep


We cycle thru REM about 4-5 times per night
As the night progresses, we spend more time in REM
and less time in Slow Wave



Characteristics of REM sleep



– Physiological arousal increases




Heart-rate quickens
Brainwave activity resembles wakefulness
Genital arousal

– Muscles very relaxed, almost paralyzed
– Rapid Eye movements
– Dreaming is much more likely
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How Much Do We Sleep?



Sleep Deprivation
Leads to decreased concentration
 Increases risk of accidents - microsleeps
 An “all nighter” can be as impairing as .05
BAC
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Theories of Sleep


Restoration Model
– Sleep allows us to
recharge our bodies and
recover from fatigue
(NREM increases after
physical exertion)
– Function of REM Sleep


Sort/retain memories that
help solve problems
– Stress increases REM



Evolutionary/
circadian rhythm
model
– Sleep’s main purpose
is to increase a
species’ chances of
survival

Sleep Disorders:
Sleep Apnea





Impaired breathing
while sleeping
Leads to impaired
attention, sleepiness, &
depression during the
 Treatment
day.
– Lose weight, avoid
Lack of oxygen can
alcohol/tranquilizers
lead to neuron loss in
– Surgery or breathing
brain
machine
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Narcolepsy







Sudden onset of REM sleep
Frequency is .02 to .2% (2 per 1,000 to 2 per
hundred).
Sleep paralysis
Cause: lack of cells that produce the
neurotransmitter orexin (helps maintain wakefulness)
Has been seen in dogs (canine narcolepsy) and mice
Treatment: stimulant drugs like Ritalin.

Sleep Disorders (cont)


Periodic Limb Movement Disorder
– Legs can kick every 20 seconds for hours, mostly during non
REM sleep.
– Tranquilizers help suppress movement (clonazepam)



REM Behavior Disorder
– Muscles aren’t paralyzed as usual and one can get up and
act out dreams.
– Most likely in older men, often associated with brain damage
to the “pons” (sends messages to inhibit muscles)



Night Terrors
– Intense Anxiety. Occurs in NREM sleep & dream content is
very simple (often just an image).




Attacks last 15-20 minutes, may hallucinate, may sit up,
scream, or run around.
How different from Nightmares?
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Referals to an MD

REM Behavior Disorder

Sleep Disorders (cont)


Sleepwalking
– occurs during NREM sleep (stages 3-4)
– Sexual activity can occur as well

Above cases from from Mangan (2004)

Referrals to an MD

Sleepwalkers
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1996
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